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Multipoint sensors

When several measurement points have to be provided in a
vessel, traditional individual solutions are not suitable for
obtaining a good distribution of measurements. This is where
RÜEGER Multipoint sensors provide the answer.

They are custom-made in order to meet your exact
requirements for use and to be able to withstand the harshest
conditions.

The number of measuring elements can vary from 2 to 36
points or even more, with external diameters ranging from 0.5
to 8 mm and lengths from a few centimeters to several meters.

RÜEGER SA has a team of engineers, exclusively dedicated to
research and development into these types of instruments and
giving our customers full support from initial stage to the
commissioning.

flexible

spring loaded

miniature
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Probes and Transmitters

Thermoresistance and thermocouple probes are designed for
mounting on pipes, tanks, reactors, furnaces or columns.
Whether for immersion or surface measurements, the probe
reaction time will always depend on the measurement
environment and is designed to give the best response time. 

The measuring components are interchangeable, can be used
with most process connections and can be fitted with local or
remote display temperature transmitter.

The advantage of temperature transmitters with or without
display lies in the conversion of the measurement into a stable
signal, leading to significant improvement in measurement
accuracy.
The communication protocols used for the transmitters are
4-20mA HART with two-wire technology, Profibus PA or
Foundation Fieldbus.

Whether in the field of chemicals, petrochemicals, energy or
other industrial applications, the reliability and accuracy of its
instruments have made RÜEGER SA a company of world
renown with a recognised label of quality.

retractable

skin

with display

universal temperature transmitter

combined local and remote temperature measurement

tailor-made design

MgO mineral insulated Inset

miniature

explosionproof /  flameproof
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Bimetallic thermometers

As a physical unit, temperature cannot be measured directly,
only by means of a process involving a change in temperature.
The bimetallic sensor is made from two materials with different
expansion coefficients, welded together. These two materials
expand at their free end when they undergo variations in
temperature and act directly on the pointer.

The success of the RÜEGER bimetallic thermometer is due to its
unique manufacturing specifications and its accuracy. 

With their individual calibration and double spiral technology,
RÜEGER has the most compact bimetallic systems in the world
and guarantees optimal accuracy and short response time.
Thanks to its experience of over 65 years working in the world
of temperature measurement, RÜEGER offers a huge range of
thermometers to meet the highest demands of different
industrial applications.

every angle with double  scale

with electrical contact

universal type

classic type
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Gas thermometers 

These thermometers work on the principle that pressure varies
as a function of temperature, according to the gas law. The
measuring system of gas thermometers consists of a
capillary tube and a tubular coil. A temperature variation acting
on the sensor proportionately alters the pressure of the gas
contained within it. The expansion of the gas unwinds the coil.
The angle of displacement of the coil is transmitted by means
of an amplifying movement to a pointer, so enabling the
temperature to be read. 

The main features of gas thermometers are the wide range of
measurement possible (-260°C to 700°C), their extreme
resistance to vibration and the possibility of taking
measurements from a distance (remote reading).

Thanks to its long experience, RÜEGER can offer a huge range
of gas thermometers to meet the highest demands of different
industrial applications.

with capillary tube

with electrical contact

vertical type

liquid filled with armoured capillary

horizontal type
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Thermometers and sensors for Diesel
applications

A large range of custom-designed thermo electric sensors,
combined sensor-thermometers (S92) and local and remote
indicating thermometers with thermowells is used worldwide
by the most well known and respected naval diesel engine
manufacturers for exhaust gas, turbo-charge or oil and water
temperature control. 

Reliable, accurate and long-lasting, RÜEGER temperature
sensors and thermometers not only meet international naval
standards for exhaust line components but also take into
account future high performance and low emission engines.

A range of low temperature sensors and thermometers covers
control and temperature indication of cargo, such as LNG/LPG
tanks and vessels or refrigerated containers.

combined thermocouple
gas pressure thermometer

fixed stem, exhaust gas

cooling thermometer

cryogenic remote

cooling RTD sensor

remote exhaust gas
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Thermowells 

Thermowells protect bimetallic and gas thermometers,
resistance temperature detectors and thermocouples, and any
probes associated with other measuring instruments
(indicators, regulators and recorders). They help to protect
against corrosion, abrasion and a pressurized environment.
The use of thermowells also enables these instruments and
sensors to be replaced without interrupting the process.
Many different types of thermowell can be supplied in a range
of materials, with various surface coatings, in line with all
existing national and international standards or to customers’
drawings. They can be drilled into bars or fabricated
assemblies.

RÜEGER’s knowledge and experience, particularly in machining
and welding, enable it to supply thermowells for a wide variety
of industrial applications, with complete safety for our clients.
RÜEGER can also supply thermowells for extreme applications
through its use of specialized materials and coatings.

fabricated

with collar

stepped with tantalium protection

weld-in

heavy duty

with extension
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